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“Tetris Moves Me” is an interactive projection of visuals that animate in
different ways according to user movement.
Intended to inspire playful interaction, “Tetris Moves Me” creates a fun
addition to a public space designated for recreational socializing.
Originally designed for installation in Barcade, an arcade bar located in
Brooklyn NY, the aesthetics were developed based on video games.
There were several initial ideas that involved projecting video game
graphics inside and/or outside of the bar. Many of our original ideas did
not reach the prototype stage because of limitations with writing code
needed to implement them.

IDEAS
One idea was designed to incorporate the pool table. Every time a ball is
hit the motion of that ball will remove part of an image that would reveal
another image underneath it. Tracking the ball movement would leave a
graphic combination of lines and image layers that related to the history
of the pool game.

Another idea was based on Donkey Kong. The character guides the
people from the sidewalk to the entrance of the bar. Anytime a person
gets within a certain distance of the character it moves again along a path
that eventually leads to the door of the entrance.

We thought of creating a floor projection between the bar and the
arcade games. We wanted people sitting at the bar to be able to
play the game from their seats. Here is an example of a Packman
game users could play while seated at the bar.

Another idea was to use the bar as a projection surface. The
interaction would be questions or word plays that would change
depending on the movement/ interaction within the surface area of
the bar.

We also thought of a simple drawing tool that we could project on
the floor or wall near the bar. Users have light pens that they draw
toward the projected area with. The camera reads the light and
draws a line or image to reflect the movement of the light.

We experimented with code for several days and came up with
some prototypes. There were many problems with the code, but
each idea was working partially.

Prototypes
Setting up the projector:

First prototype – blob detection

Second Prototype – drawing tool

Third Prototype – volleyball

After another week of writing code we found that the drawing tool
was working the best. We experimented with drawing different
images on the projection. There were still technical problems like
getting the camera to see the brightest pixel, follow it and nothing
else.

A suggestion from Evan Roth inspired us to finalize our project a
little differently than we had planned. We decided to make
something more passive where users can interact as they walk by,
rather than needing a laser pen to interact with it. So we changed
the interaction to motion detection and tested the projector in
several different locations to see what surface would be the best
one to project on.

This diagram describes how our project works:

We tried projecting it on the floor, but could not stabilize the
projector enough to make it work.

We did several tests using our motion detection program. Slow,
medium and fast motion is detected which causes the Tetris pieces
to react in one of three different ways.

Conclusions
While testing our final prototype Barcade contacted us and let us
know that we would not be able to install our project there. Having
to change our plans abruptly we quickly decided that we would set
it up at a house party taking place in Brooklyn the following night.
The house party gave us the opportunity to test user interaction on
a large scale. We documented the event with video and
photographs. It was a successful conclusion to a long process.
Strengths: what did the solution do very well?
“Tetris Moves Me” created an unexpected interaction for people that
changed the average party environment into an experiment in
movement. The projection brought the party to life by creating
moving color and shape.
Weaknesses: what could be done to improve the design?
People did not know the Tetris animation was a reflection of their
movement without us showing them. It became clearer once they
interacted with it. Making the code more dynamic would of helped
make that more obvious, but time ran out to make it any more
successful changes. Options might have been to have the Tetris
pieces affected by large groups of people or to have the individual
pieces move individually with each user.
The design process: What were some of the key
moments/decisions during the process?
Location of electrical outlet, what can we execute in code and what
surfaces can we project onto were questions we asked ourselves.
Our decisions were based on that process. Our problem spots were
with programming. We spent most of our time trying to make any
one of our prototypes work successfully. Each application had
problems. The drawing tool was slow in response to the light
tracking. The blob detection was not following one blob; it followed
several blobs at the same time. Collaboration worked well. We
each created prototypes and researched code needed to execute
them. Joana resolved most of our coding issues. Carol did most of
the research and Julia organized the location planning.

What are two new media public space instruction sets that are
related to your project. Critique these projects in relation to
your own: how are they similar or different?
Theo Watson’s, “Daisies” is related to our project because it uses
motion detection in a passive way. Just by being in
the space you are engaged in the project. It projects simple graphic
elements on the floor that engage the users by changing when they
step on it.

“Bright Nights” by Tord Boontje is an interactive projection that was
set up in Union Square in 2006. It was sponsored by Target. It was
also projected on the ground. While tracking the motion of people
walking underneath the projectors, small animations move around
the people passing underneath as their position changes.

These projects inspire many possibilities for improvement in our
project. Collecting data of peoples movements through a space,
using blob detection and having the projection interact with the
users directly are ways in which we could expand our project.

What can you conclude both from your experiments and the
ones that you studied? What are open questions remaining to
be answered?
Users in our own experiments were very responsive. Responses
included “this is worlds of fun” and “I am mesmerized”. Our
application was very simple in relation to the ones we studied, but
turned out to be just as fun. We did not have the opportunity to test
it in a controlled environment so we are not sure if people can
decipher that their movement causes the projection to change.
Can your project be applied to other public spaces?
Our project can easily be applied to other public spaces. The
graphics can be easily changed to fit the environment it is in. The
equipment is simple and very easy to travel with. The only major
set back is not having a projector stand. Using duck tape to
stabilize the projector limits where we can install it.
Would your project make a good exhibition piece?
Where would it be seen?
Tetris Moves Me is appropriate for several locations. It would be
suitable for a white wall in a gallery. More appropriately it would
make a great light show for a party or concert. Showing it in a
children’s museum or playground would also be suitable. The
advantage to the simplicity of this program is that it is flexible.
People of all ages can understand it and easily interact with it.
What are the successful/unsuccessful parts of the iterations?
People that interacted with this project had lots of fun. It’s familiar
visuals and playfulness was successful. The interaction is not
intimidating, so many people were tempted to find out more. We
were unsuccessful in determining whether or not people
understood the interaction entirely. Some seemed to think they
were reacting with the projected image itself, and others did not
realize the interaction was based on the speed of their movement.
What can be concluded from your successes and miscalculations?
We were correct in assuming that people would enjoy the Tetris
pieces in combination with motion detection. People were happy
with the movement and graphics. We miscalculated the difficulty in
controlling the volume and traffic in the environment we were in.

Many people ended up blocking the camera, which caused the
images to be still even though there was heavy movement going on.
The narratives that emerged were not much different from that of a
regular dance party. People were very attracted to the cameras,
even if they were not related to the projection. As expected, there
was a variation in the amount of people moving in the line of vision
in the camera. This caused the projection to be extreme opposites,
reflecting sudden movements that were fast or slow.
Beside all the successes and miscalculations, one sure thing was the
amount of fun that was had. In all of our footage there is a constant
image of smiling people dancing as our projection flickered over
their tee shirts. That image is inspiration to continue this project in
more dynamic ways. We are pleased with the amount we learned
from the experience and hope that it inspires future instillations
and/or dance parties.

